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Explores the link between mind and body, and shows how to become a survivor.

Unconditional love is the most powerful stimulant of the immune system. The truth is: love 
heals. Miracles happen to exceptional patients every day-patients who have the courage 
to love, those who have the courage to work with their doctors to participate in and 
influence their own recovery. 
Bernie S. Siegel attended Cornell Medical College and then trained as a pediatric and 
general surgeon at Yale New Haven Hospital and the Children's Hospital of Pittsburgh. In 
1978 he founded ECap ( Exceptional Cancer Patients), a form of individual and group 
therapy which encourages personal change and healing. He has written three books since 
1986, including the huge bestsellers, Peace, Love and Healing. Now retired as a surgeon, he 
lives in Connecticut and lectures widely all over the world.
Other Books
Spirit Body Healing, "Spirit Body Healing is filled with the truth about how spirit--and the 
creativity through which it is expressed--can heal us. I was very moved by this powerful 
book."--Christiane Northrup, MD, author of Women's Bodies, Women's Wisdom"Dr. Michael 
Samuels provides us with new tools and ways of thinking about our capacity to heal. He 
has been a wonderful teacher for me and can be for you. . . . His work is inspiring."--Bernie 
Siegel, MD, author of Love, Medicine, and Miracles"In this tender and caring book, we are 
reminded that healing is a creative process. These heartfelt stories and beautiful 
visualizations inspire the reader to see all life as a healing journey."--David Simon, MD, 
Medical Director of the Chopra Center for Well Being; author of Vital Energy and Return to 
Wholeness"Dr. Michael Samuels is one of the leading pioneers in exploring creativity as an 
important part of every person's healing journey."--Dean Ornish, MD, author of Dr. Dean 
Ornish's Program for Reversing Heart Disease
�����. &quot;Spirit Body Healing is filled with the truth about how spirit--and the creativity 
through which it is expressed--can heal us. I was very moved by this powerful book."
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